
In the Blood of Dragons
Roll once on the Draconic Mutations table for each of the following events:

† Rubbing adult or older dragon blood over your body (75% body coverage... this occasionally happens ac-
cidentally in exceptionally messy dragon slayings)

† Consuming adult or older dragon blood
† Bathing in adult or older dragon blood

d24 Draconic Mutation

1-2
Poison - Constitution save DC 18 or suffer 6d10 damage and the poisoned condition for 1d5 
days. If the save is failed by 6 or more, the victim is also unconscious for the same amount of 
time as the poisoned condition lasts.

3

Disease - Hemorragic fever deals 1d12 damage each day and inflicts 1 level of exhaustion and 
one point of Constitution damage that cannot be cured through rest. Each day of rest the 
victim can make a DC 15 Constitution save to heal one level of exhaustion istead of suffering 
one. Once the victim is no longer suffering from exhaustion, the disease ends.

4-5
Scent of the Dragonslayer - all dragons can smell the reek of the slain dragon upon you and 
most will be enraged by it. You gain disadvantage on all charisma and social checks dealing 
wtih dragonborn, kobolds, half-dragons, and the rare dragon that is willing to talk to you.

6-7

Scales - roll 1d12
1-3 - Patchy scales easily concealed by clothing
4-6 - Patchy scales that are hard to hide (-1 Cha unless you already had scales)
7-9 - Full body scales (Unarmored AC is 12 + Dex bonus)
10-11 - Heavy full body scales (Unarmored AC is 14 + Dex bonus)
12 - Metallic or crystalline structure replaces your skin (-2 Dex, -2 Cha, Unarmored AC 16)

8-9

Madness - roll 1d6
1-3 - roll on the short-term madness table (DMG 259), lasts 1d10 minutes
4-5 - roll on the long-term madness table (DMG 260), lasts 1d10 x 10 hours
6 - roll on the indefinite madness table (DMG 260), lasts until cured

10

Wings - roll 1d10
1-3 - Small wings from the shoulders - totally useless except that clothing and armour have 

to be customized.
4-5 - Medium wings from the shoulders - allows for gliding and slows falls. 
6 - Large wings from the shoulders - allows for flight with a speed of 20.
7 - Skeletal and flimsy large wings from the shoulders - not strong enough to support you.
8-9 - Arms partially transform into wings - cosmetic only
10 - Arms transform into wings - can fly with a speed of 20, cannot wield heavy weapons.

11

Talons - roll 1d6
1-2 - Short claws of the draconic colouration replace fingernails, but with no other effects.
3-5 - Claws that can be used as a natural weapon attack dealing 1d4 damage.
6 - Unconcealable talons can be used as a natural weapon attack dealing 1d6 damage.

12

Tail - roll d10
1-4 - Just an uncomfortable nub
5-8 - Slender and thin, 6d8 inches long
9-10 - Regal dragon’s tail, 48 inches long



13 Breath Weapon - gains the breath weapon ability of a dragonborn of the appropriate colour.

14

Size Change - roll 1d20
1-5 - Gain 1d4 inches of height
6-10 - Gain 2d20 pounds of weight
11-14 - All of the above
15-16 - As 11-13, above, and gain +1 to Strength or Constitution
17-19 - Height and weight gain as 11-14 above, rolled twice 
20 - As 17-19, and gain +1 to Strength and Constitution

15-16

Taint - you are tainted by these foul acts, roll 1d6
1 - Beasts fear you. Gain disadvantage on Animal Handling checks except for intimidation 

where you gain advantage.
2 - Feral Taint. Beasts within 120’ are more aggressive than normal.
3 - Unnatural Taint. You detect as evil to any abilities and magics regardless of alignment.
4-6 - Draconic Taint. All of the above, plus you are treated as a dragon against any magics 

and abilities that specifically target dragons or have benefits against dragons.

17-18

Eyes - roll 1d10
1-6 - Change colour and become slitted (or whatever weird format dragon eyes have in your 

game)
7-9 As above, plus gain darkvision
10 - Become massively short-sighted, gaining disadvantage on perception rolls requiring 

vision beyond 10’

19

Senses - roll 1d10
1-2 - Can smell gold within 60 feet. Well hidden gold will require a perception check.
3-4 - Can hear gems within 90 feet. Well muffled gems will require a perception check.
5-6 - Gain the ability to sense if something is magical by touch.
7-8 - Gain the ability to smell dragons and the scent of the dragonslayer within 300 feet
9-10 - Roll 1d8 twice and gain both senses (reroll duplicates)

20-21

Arcane Power - roll 1d6
1-3 - Gain a random cantrip from the sorcerer spell list.
4-5 - Gain a random level 1 spell from the sorcerer spell list that you can cast 1/day as if us-

ing a level 1 spell slot.
6 - Gain an additional level 1 spell slot. If you don’t have spell slots, treat as 4-5 above.

22

Geas - Generally speaking, to ignore a geas once requires a DC15 Wisdom saving throw un-
less indicated otherwise in the description. Roll 1d6.

1-2 - You must collect coins and sleep with your treasure. You must make a DC15 Wisdom 
save in order to spend your coin and a DC10 Wisdom save to even let it out of your 
sight.

3-4 - You must bathe or shower in the blood of your kills like you did with this dragon.
5-6 - You cannot attack or harm someone or something that is actively flattering you.

23

Elemental Atunement - Roll 1d8
1-2 - Gain resistance to the appropriate element.
3-5 - Gain advantage on saves against elemental effects of the appropriate element.
6 - Increase save DC by +2 for all abilities you have related to the appropriate element 

(such as spells, breath weapon, etc).
7-8 - Roll d6 twice, re-rolling duplicate results.

24 Fell Mutation - roll on the Lingering Injuries table (DMG, page 272)
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